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HOW TO READ THIS BOOK
Like a stroll through someone’s house, feel free to browse through this book and read any section here or there
that catches your eye. There is no need to read the book from one end to the other because I have organized the
stories by topics rather than by chronology. By reading bits and pieces of my stories, I hope to provide a glimpse of
our daily life and our practical and creative responses to the everyday life challenges we faced.

To all my friends with whom I shared
the adventures of these years in
Dacca and especially to my husband,
Daniel C. Dunham, who made this
time so meaningful and memorable
with his humor and common sense.

These memoirs are organized into five volumes. Volume 1 describes how we settled into our life in Dacca and
how we set up our house and servants. Volume 2 includes a chapter on each member of the family and what our
primary occupations were. Volume 3 talks about our Social and cultural life outside our primary activities and the
many projects we did. Volume 4 describes our travels including our outings, our vacations and our home leaves.
Volume 5, addresses the large-scale hazards we faced during the 1960’s including cyclones, diseases and wars.

BENGALI WORDS
Much of my use of Bengali words throughout these texts may seem incorrect to a native Bengali speaker. However,
this is intentional. I am attempting to represent the playful way Dan and I transformed the language into our own
family patois. For example, to express pluralization of a noun we would simply add an ‘s’ or ‘es’ to the end of it
as is done in English eventhough this is incorrect in Bengali. Hence, when we wanted to say the plural of cat we
said ‘birals’ instead of ‘biral gulo,’ and for ‘things’ we said ‘jinishes’ instead of ‘jinish gulo’. Throughout the texts
I have noted with an asterix whenever I use our family patois instead of the correct Bengali form. Furthermore,
my transliteration of the Bengali vowel sounds may also seem atypical because I seek to approximate how the
vowels sound in English. I omit indicating the nasalization of vowels when this occurs, and the retroflexive quality
of certain dental consonants. The “h” following a consonant indicates a concurrent breath sound, as in “bhari”
(b-hah-ree).

PLACE NAMES & SPELLINGS

SPECIAL THANKS
There are a number of people I want to especially thank for helping me to transform my eight
Dacca scrapbooks of letters, photos and souvenirs into this set of printed volumes which are
now much easier to share with family, friends and the public. Daisy Aziz, our long time family
friend and descendant of our Dacca landlord, devoted many hours helping on a variety of tasks
including scanning the original scrapbooks and being on call to transliterate Bengali words. Our
friend, Ellen Lohe, spent a good portion of her summer with us patiently proof reading the first
drafts and gave valuable editing comments and advice. To Fatima Terin and Adnan Morshed, I
am gratefull for their appreciation of my family’s Bengali patois as they helped with the Bangla
translations for this latest 2019 edition. I’m also indebted to my daughter, Katherine Dunham, for
her work with the organization and layout of the contents and her perseverance in getting this
project done over the years that we have worked on this together.

Names of some cities in India or their spelling changed after Indian Independence in 1947; e.g. Bombay to Mumbai,
Madras to Chenai, Calcutta to Kolkota and Dacca to Dhaka. In the latter two examples the changes represent a
more correct transliteration. Although the British “raj” included outstanding linguists, government practice was
more casual. I generally have chosen to use the names and spellings that were used during the time (1960s) that
we were living in Dacca.

PEOPLE & ABBREVIATIONS
Throughout these pages you will see many names referring to friends, colleagues, and acquaintances some of
which will come up again and again. To learn more about these people, who played a significant role in our Dacca
life, you can refer to the Cast of Characters in the Appendix.
To facilitate the writing I have often used initials in place of our family names:
• DCD is Dan Dunham (my husband)
• MFD is Mary Frances Dunham (myself)
• KDD is Katherine Dunham (our daughter)
• CGR is Charles Raphael (my father)

TEXTS, PHOTOS & IMAGE CREDITS
Most of the photos from the 1960s shown in these volumes are taken by my husband, Dan. The sketches sprinkled
throughout the volumes were either done by Dan or me. The black ink sketches of Dacca scenes were all done
by Dan for the guide book I co-wrote called Living in Dacca. The images of letters, news clippings and other
memorabilia were scanned from my archives of documents collected between 1960 and 1968. I have also included
in these volumes a number of texts from friends such as Pat Hill, Bob Mayers and Peggy Azbill.
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4.1 DAN AT BERGER
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CHAPTER 4: SAH’B AT THE OFFICE

DCD STARTS AT BERGER

Dan’s Berger employment summarizing the
conditions of his contract. His official start
date was Oct. 1, 1960.

When we arrived in Dacca, Dan was surprised to find
out that he might be the only practicing architect in
the country. There was one other foreign architect, a
Scotsman designer working for the government, but
he was more likely to be found enjoying a drink at the
Dacca Club than at the office. There was also a highly
respected Bengali architect, Nazrul Islam, but he was
living abroad. Generally, all design work in the country
was done by engineers. Hence, the field of architecture
was open to Dan; a freshly graduated architect, with
little experience of working in an office, let alone
heading one of his own. During his first weeks, Dan was
faced with the triple task of creating an architectural
studio, while taking over several projects that were
already underway, and starting up several new ones.
Dan had to create his architecture studio from scratch:
no staff, no supplies, no equipment and no furniture.
To start with, he was given a large empty room in the
four story building on Jinnah Avenue where Berger had
their offices. All the desks, drafting space, etc. would
have to be bought or made. In time he was able to get
the room furnished with whatever he could get locally:
namely some drafting tables with stools and a lot of
ashtrays and paper weights (both essential accessories
for any Dacca office).
For much of his time working at Berger, Dan was a one
man team with only a peon or two to sharpen pencils,
run errands and ply him with coffee and cigarettes.
Occasionally Louis Berger would send a foreign architect
to help Dan out for short stints, but for the most part,
Dan was running the only architecture office in the
country single handedly. He must have been quite
successful because by the time his 18-month contract
was up there was enough business in his office to justify
hiring a number of foreign architects to take over. Bob
Boughey was the first to replace Dan and was later
joined by the duo of Bob Mayers and John Schiff from
New York.

Berger brochure with
Dan’s design for Rajshahi
University on the cover

Berger Office on Jinnah Avenue, Dacca 1960
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DAN’S FIRST DAYS AT WORK

CREATING A WORK SPACE

“Dan can not keep up with the Pakistan time limits
and tastes (extravagant) and so is still working a 7
day week ...”
“The air condiitioners arrived after sitting in
customs for six months, and after the two weeks it
will take to instal them, things will be better.”

In these letters I described Dan’s challenging work
conditions: the lack of skilled staff, equipment etc.

MFD letter to Hugh Jones, Fall 1961

[MFD letter to CGR, 09/01/1961]

[MFD letter to Brearley friends 1961]

The paperweights in Dacca were especially
beautiful – made from blown glass with
colorful flower patterns inside. I will
always associate them with Dan’s office
during the hot season when the fans were
on full power and the paperweights were
needed everywhere to keep drawings from
blowing away.
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CREATING A WORK SPACE cont.

A typical 19th century office
space in South Asia

Berger Office, Dacca 1965 (Bob Mayers in the center)

The challenges of setting up a new architectural practice
(perhaps the first in the country)
[MFD letter to Elizabeth, 04/18/1961]
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DACCA BERGER OFFICE
[Bob Mayers’ Memoirs]
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STAFFING THE OFFICE
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recorder for him which was a
common request among our
Bengali friends.

ROB GOLAM KHAN
Golam Rob Khan, “Rob,” as we all knew him, was an
outstanding Bengali member of Dan’s team at Berger.
He came from a middle class family and with a “matric
pass” education. I don’t know how he was hired to
work in the Berger office, but he was a resourceful
person who seemed to have been there since the
beginning and was especially helpful to Dan in setting
up the architectural studio.
Shortly after Dan joined the office, Rob started to
attend a class at the Alliance Française in his free
time. It wasn’t long after that he was practicing his
French phrases on me. By the time we left Dacca in
1967, he was proficient enough to gain an office job at
the French consulate and later at the French bank in
Motijheel. Whenever he wrote to me, his letters were
in French.

Rob Golam Khan

Zahiruddin & DCD

Bob was entertained by his interview with
Dan when he applied for the position in
Berger’s Dacca office.

MOTSUDI

BOB MAYERS & JOHN SCHIFF

BOB BOUGHEY

Another Berger office member who was most helpful to
Dan was Motsudi. He spent his childhood in Pondicheri
where he became fluent in French. Perhaps it was
Motsudi who inspired Rob to learn French. Motsudi
could write fluently in three languages and was
invaluable in running the Berger office. However, sadly
for the Berger office Motsudi left to move to India when
he finally obtained the visa. We only knew him those
first two years and lost touch with him since.

Within a year moving to Dacca, Lou Berger hired two
more American architects, Bob and John to join Dan.
They were already design partners and had been
working in New York. From his initial meeetings with
them both Dan appreciated that they clearly had the
sense of humor and wider outlook on life that were
essential to coping with the daily challenges of working
in Dacca. They both lived up to his expectations and
stayed with Berger in Dacca until they were compelled
to make an abrupt departure with the start of the 1965
Indo-Pak War.

Lou Berger hired Bob Boughey to take over Dan’s
projects when Dan decided to leave the firm to teach.
Among other projects Bob oversaw the completion
of Dan’s concept for the Kamalapur Railway station
one of Dacca’s landmarks to this day. During his
time in Dacca, Bob married Farida Masjid, who later
during the Bangladesh war of Liberation lobbied with
me in Washington DC in support of Bangladesh’s
independence.

Ansanullah Sheikh

Motsudi

Bob Mayers

John Schiff

Bob Boughey

Kaiser
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STAFFING THE OFFICE cont.
SHAMSUL HAQ
(Everyone’s favorite peon)

A letter from Shamsul to me asking for
a transistor radio (a common request
among Bengalis of foreigners)

Dan had something that architects at home would
envy. He had a peon, a clerk to address his every need.
The one assigned to him, Shamsul Haq, turned out
to be a godsend. He was a young man, with little or
no formal education, but bright and eager to please.
One of Shamsul’s main tasks was to keep Dan’s pencils
sharp. This he did faithfully by using a razor blade and
sand paper. Perhaps best of all, Shamsul knew how to
keep Dan supplied with ‘Captain’ cigarettes and instant
Nescafe coffee.
Shamsul had a special place in my heart too, because he
loved to show off to me his English. He would always
greet me by reciting a verse that went something
like: “Forward ! Forward! And not a step backward!,”
perhaps the line from a Victorian poem taught in good
British fashion at his primary school.

THE STORY OF HOW SHAMSUL HOQ GOT PROMOTE TO DRAFTSMAN FROM PEON
[Bob Mayers’ Memoirs p.1]
was Shamshul Haq,
“The young man who served as “bearer” for our architectural office
a “gofer”, in
whose only goal was to please everybody in the office. Shamshul was
what nobody
doing
charge of getting things, fixing things, serving tea and generally
class was
social
else wanted to do. He also worked part time as night watchman. His
(who also
sweeper
below that of the draftsmen but perhaps slightly above that of the
English
poor
enough
cleaned the toilets). Shamshul was a very pleasant man. He spoke
liked
office
the
in
e
for us to realize that he also had a good sense of humor. Everyon
Shamshul.
noticed a light on in
One night, John and I went to the office to pick up something. We
a drafting table. As
the drafting room and when we entered we found Shamshul bent over
ly arranging things
soon as we entered, Shamshul jumped off the stool and began nervous
he actually slept
in the office. We realized that Shamshul was there every night, that
in the drafting room under one of the tables.
tone he said,
We asked Shamshul what he was doing and in a very meek embarrassed
by this and made out
“Sahibs, please excuse, I try drawing.” John and I were touched
ctural drafting.
a plan which we hoped would teach Shamshul how to do a little archite
ons of a
elevati
We started with his first assignment: to draw a plan, sections and
matchbox and we left.

THE STORY OF HOW SHAMSUL HOQ GOT
PROMOTE TO DRAFTSMAN FROM PEON
[Bob Mayers’ Memoirs p.2]
Berger’s Dacca office was div
ided in two sections: Archit
ecture and
Engineering, which had little
to do with each other. The Eng
ineering
department mostly had large
internationally funded work:
roa
ds,
dams, bridges
and river projects and was pai
d in dollars. Our Architectura
l
dep
artment did
mostly local projects and was
paid in rupees. The head of
the Engineering
department had left several;
weeks ago and a new man was
due to arrive from
the States in a few days.
The day of Chief Engineer Sta
nley Kowalski’s arrival dawned
and we were
invited to a welcoming party
for him. He introduced himsel
f
to
me and John and
said, “I’ll be re-organizing
the engineering office for a
lar
ge
riv
and will need some help from
er project
you guys. Specifically, I’ll
need your best
draftsman to get us properly
started.” I replied, “But, we’
re very busy right
now and we don’t have anyone
to spare.” Stanley Kowalski
wou
ldn’t take no for
an answer and said, “Well, you
’ll just have to; we earn dol
lar
s and you earn
rupees and which do you think
is more important to the firm
?”
A few days later I met Kowals
ki on the office steps. He sai
d, “I’ll need
that draftsman in a few days;
get your best man ready for
me”
. I went up to
the drafting room and had a
chat with Shamshul Haq. His
dra
win
g lessons had
progressed to the point where
he could actually make a fai
rly
dec
ent drawing
of a matchbox and I figured tha
t would just have to satisfy
the professional
needs of the Chief Engineer.
At first, Shamshul was terrib
ly frightened of my
proposal. “But, Sahib, other
draftsmen not understand; Sha
mshul is bearer, not
draftsman; not same thing”.
“Shamshul”, I explained, “Th
ere
is a big shortage
of draftsmen in Dacca now; non
e available to hire; Mr. Kow
als
ki needs you; not
to worry. Schiff Sahib and I
will take care of everything”.
John and I were afraid the dra
ftsmen would object on the gro
unds of social
class but Shamshul was their
favorite and when we explained
the
conspiracy to
them they thought it was qui
te risky but very humorous and
agr
eed
with our plan. We cleared off
to go along
a drafting table and installed
Shamshul Haq at
it. Days passed as Shamshul
sat at the table moving the
pencil around, drawing
endless versions of his matchb
ox. The draftsmen kept up the
ir work but were
frequently seen giggling and
whispering with each other.
Monday morning arrived and wit
h it Mr Stanley Kowalski, Chi
ef Engineer burst
into our office, announcing,
“Where is he? I need your top
dra
ftsman now.” I
pleaded, “But, Stan, we’re up
against a deadline and can’t
spa
re him right
now.” He replied, “Sorry, abo
ut that but there’s a real cru
nch
on this river
project and I cleared it wit
h the home office.” So, reluct
ant
ly
we
Shamshul go up to Engineering.
had to let
As he got off his stool and
collected his
T-square, triangles and pencil
s, I noticed the draftsmen ben
t over their
tables, hiding their faces in
their hands. Stanley Kowalski
sai
d to Shamshul,
“Let’s go,” and turning to me
added, “I’ll need two more of
your guys in a
week or two” and then walked
out the door with our prize
worker. …
… More days passed as we wai
ted for Kowalski to come dow
n to pick up the
other draftsmen. But he did
n’t show. Then, a week or two
later we met him at
another lawn party. “Stanley”
, I said, “When are you coming
to get the other
draftsmen?” “Are you kidding”,
he replied, “If that’s your
BEST draftsman
thank you very much but I’ll
train my own”...”
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THE CHALLENGES OF THE JOB
LACK OF SUPPLIES

DIFFICULTIES OF WORK TRAVEL

There was a government ban on all imported
goods, from refrigerators down to radios and pencil
sharpeners. So Dan soon found he had to rely on a
peon’s labor as a substitute for unavailable equipment.
Instead of a pencil sharpener, a peon would sharpen
the pencil with a razor blade. Making copies of plans
required a peon to make trips back and forth to the
cyclostyle shop (usually accompanied by Dan to make
sure the prints weren’t upside down or reversed).
Without an intercom system, peons ran messages back
and forth whenever Dan needed to communicate with
Berger staff on other floors.

Traveling to work sites around East Pakistan always
proved a challenge and often an adventure because
of the constantly changing deltaic geography of the
country. The entire region of East Bengal is dominated
by the Ganges delta as it spreads out into the Bay of
Bengal. Thus the country is riddled with an infinite
number of ever-changing tributaries, crisscrossing its
landscape. The numerous ferry crossings combined
with the bad conditions of the roadway always made
travel difficult.

Dan learned where to find the best paper available
and to make do with the local drafting tools that the
engineers used. He often asked if a scale, or T-square
was “paowa jai?” (available) at the market. Instead
of using staplers, Dan learned to use the local system
of holding papers together with straight pins. Even
quality paper was unavailable locally until the dam at
Karnaphuli was completed two years later and a paper
mill installed. It was no wonder why Dan worked so
many long hours at the office, given the harsh project
deadlines and his severe lack of resources and help.

INTERRUPTIONS FOR PRAYER
One day, early on in Dan’s office life, he was surprised
when Shamsul, his peon, vanished just when Dan
needed a sharp pencil, but Shamsul was not far off. He
was saying his prayers on his small prayer rug beside
Dan’s desk. Friday mornings, Dan learned to expect
most of the office staff to be out because that was their
time for Jummah, the special Friday Prayer at a mosque.
In time, Dan became accustomed to these religious
interruptions as part of the general work routine.

Train travel in general was arduous and time consuming.
Bridges were few because concrete was expensive and
rivers kept changing course. Often ferries were used
instead of bridges to traverse the rivers. This meant
that at every river crossing, train passengers would be
disembarked and ferried to the other side to board
another train for continuing on. Even cars and trucks
would be ferried on jerry-rigged floating platforms held
up precariously on steel barrels.
The first time Dan went to Rajshahi for his University
project was a harrowing experience by sea plane. It
was during our first week in the country, in the height
of monsoon season. The river was high and turbulent
causing Dan’s pilot a hairy landing in the rapid river
currents. The pilot had trouble stabilizing the plane
while Dan disembarked with his fragile architecture
model in hand. In spite of the risks of that first trip, Dan
still preferred traveling to Rajshahi by plane (rather than
by road or rail) as the faster more reliable option.
The closest airport to Rajshahi was a former military air
base at Ishurdi, consisting of a one room office shack
next to a runway. The runway was made of metal strips,
a vestige of its days as a World War II landing field for
the Indian air force warding off Japanese invasions from
Burma. From Ishurdi, Dan and the other passengers
would still have another half day’s journey by train to
Rajshahi. Getting to the train from the plane often
proved an adventure in itself, as there was no actual
train station near the airport. Passengers would have
to make their way through paddy fields to the rail line
where they would wave down the train to stop.

Dan’s office peons kept
him supplied with local
cigarettes.

Dan boarding the plane at Ishurdi

DRAWING THE SNAKE ON THE BOX
Typically Dan would make the trip to Rajshahi with an
architectural model and rolls of drawings. The first time
he traveled by plane, an inspector damaged his model
when he insisted on opening the box it was carried in.
Ever since that experience, Dan would sketch a picture
of a snake on the box cover, which worked successfully
to prevent curious inspectors from looking inside.
A typical propeller airplane at Ishurdi runway

THE STORY OF THE ILL-FITTING PANTS
Once during one of my father’s visits, I accidentally
packed a pair of my father’s pants in Dan’s suitcase
when he was getting ready for a work trip to Rajshahi.
My father was short and stout and Dan was tall and
thin, so the mistake must have been quite obvious
when Dan put the pants on for his journey home.
Nevertheless, having no other clean pants to wear
and time being short, Dan had no choice but to wear
the ill-fitting pants. Unfortunately, Dan’s train was
late. He had to make a mad dash from the Ishurdi train
stop to catch his plane as he saw it preparing for take
off. He must have made quite a spectacle holding my
father’s loose pants up with one hand while desperately
waving his brief case with the other to catch the pilot’s
attention.
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DAN’S BERGER PROJECTS
The time that Dan worked at Berger was hectic and
all-consuming. Under the best of conditions, any one
of his large-scale projects would have been enough to
occupy a full team of designers, yet Dan faced these
challenges almost single handedly working around the
clock.

Mymensingh
Rajshahi

Dacca

Barisal
Chittagong

Locations of Dan’s Berger projects

During that year he worked on a number of government
projects, which were part of a political agenda to bring
equal attention to both “wings” of Pakistan. So, if West
Pakistan got a new university then East Pakistan would
get one too. And if West Pakistan got a new capital,
Islamabad, designed by the Greek architect, Doxiades,
then East Pakistan would get a new one too, called “The
Second Capital,” and to be designed by the American
architect, Louis Kahn. Three of the projects that Dan
inherited were for new universities and academic
institutions: Rajshahi University master plan and
buildings, Mymensingh Agricultural College buildings,
and a Barisal Medical College building.

Dan’s Dacca projects as
listed in his port folio
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DAN’S BERGER PROJECTS cont.
Mymensingh Agricultural College

College Dormitories
Before Dan started work on the Mymensingh project,
there were a number of buildings already standing
designed by the prestigious American architect,
Tigerman, including a dormitory which displayed
handsome exposed brick façades rather than the
usual white-washed stucco. Dan’s job was to design
additional buildings for the college including a
dormitory, a house for the Vice Chancellor, faculty
housing and a guest house.

Unique roof design by DCD

Mess hall kitchen

The Vice-Chancellor’s House
Designing a house for the Vice-Chancellor (VC) of the
college proved a trying experience for Dan. The VC kept
demanding “something a little larger” at each meeting.
Gradually, Dan met his demands concerning size and
the final building proved comfortable and elegant. Dan
situated the building to take advantage of the views to
the large river that flowed nearby. Years later in 2003,
when I returned to Bangladesh to photograph Dan’s
buildings, I was pleased to hear from the current VC
how much he enjoyed and appreciated the house.

VC house entrance

VC house verandah

The Guest House
Instead of lining up guest rooms along a veranda as
was traditionally done in guest houses in that area,
Dan used a courtyard format instead. He grouped the
bedrooms around an open atrium with a pool in the
middle, Pompeian style. He also introduced a unique
roof design, which allowed each room to catch the
prevailing breezes. His design for the kitchen was also
unique. Instead of placing it apart from the house, as
was usually done (so as to keep the smoke and cooking
smells away from the house), he placed it adjacent to
the dining room where it was most convenient. He
designed a special roof for the kitchen that exhausted
the smoke and smells upward and out, so that they
didn’t drift into the house.

“Doesn’t the sun set in the east?“
One day, the Berger office received a frantic telegram
from the contractor in charge of the building of a
dormitory designed by Dan during his first week in the
country. The contractor intimated that if the building
continued in its construction, it would soon enter the
river that flowed along one edge of the college land.
Dan was dispatched by car for the long day’s drive to
Mymensingh, carrying copies of the design drawings.
When he reached the construction site and compared
what was built to what was on paper, he realized that
the contractor had been referring to the drawings upside
down! West was east and north was south. No wonder
the building was heading into the river. Construction
was halted and Dan had to improvise a redesign on the
spot to solve the problem. Later on, when traveling in
India, Dan and I were pleased to find out that a similar
mistake was made when the Taj Hotel was constructed
in Bombay. Hence, to this day, the windows intended
to face the ocean are on the opposite side of the hotel
where they face the city instead.
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DAN’S BERGER PROJECTS cont.
Rajshahi Univeristy

University Main Library
Master Plan & Buildings
One of Dan’s first assignments was to re-design the
master plan for Rajshahi University. It was to be one of
the largest universities for East Pakistan. In addition to
the over all planning, he was also put in charge of the
design of a number of significant buildings, including
the university library, medical center, canteen and a
dormitory.

Sangshad bhaban, DaccA

Kamalapur railway station, DaccA

Dan’s master plan for
the university

Barisal College

Dan’s last project at Berger
Perhaps Dan’s favorite project was his design for the
Dacca Kamalapur Railway Station. He continued to
advise on this project even after he left Berger’s office.
Because the design was still on-going, he wanted to
help see it through. Like so many of his other projects
at Berger, he introduced a new concept for the design
of the station, one that was based on conditions and
needs rather than on referring to past railway station
designs. So, instead of the usual enclosed structure,
such as Victoria Station in Bombay, or Calcutta’s Howrah
Station, he created a completely open design with
no exterior walls. His concept was to create a vast
canopied structure held up by a grid of tall columns.
This type of construction using thin concrete shells was
a technique that Dan had specialized in while studying
architecture at Harvard. The railway station was an
ideal project on which to introduce this technique
to Dacca. The design worked very well because it
allowed for maximum natural ventilation to keep the
station area cool during the hottest months, while also
providing protection from the heavy rains during the
monsoon season. All the offices and ticketing functions
were accommodated in two-story enclosed spaces that
were placed like boxes freely among the columns. Dan
enjoyed bragging that the Kamalapur station was one
of the largest railway stations in Asia. If one counted
the length of its long platforms and adjoining railway
staff quarters, the station structures stretched out over
a mile.
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Dan’s frustrations with the design of the Mymensingh VC’s house
were not new, as can be seen in this cartoon from 100 years earlier.

CHAPTER 4: SAH’B AT THE OFFICE

DAN’S DEPARTURE FROM BERGER

Letters between Dan and Louis Berger
regarding Dan’s departure from the
company to teach at the University of
Pakistan (EPUET)
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DAN’S DEPARTURE FROM BERGER cont.

4.2 DAN AT EPUET
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STARTING AN ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL

THE 5 FOUNDING TEACHERS
Of the five American architecture professors hired to
start the architecture school, Dan was the only one
who was brought on locally. Although he may not
have had prior experience teaching, he was an obvious
candidate for the job because of his knowledge of the
country, the people, the culture, and the existing design
and construction practices. The other four teachers
included Dick Vrooman as director, Jack Yardley, James
Walden, and Sam Lanford.
EPUET Yardley + DCD.jpeg
Jack Yardley & Dan teaching

EPUET first classroom building.jpg
Original architecture school before Vrooman designed the new building

Walden teaching.jpg
Jim Walden teaching

DAN JOINS TEXAS A&M TEAM TO FOUND
BANGLADESH’S FIRST ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL
During the summer of 1962, Dan accepted a job to join
a team of four architecture professors from Texas A&M
to start the first architecture school for East Pakistan.
They were on a five year contract with USAID to establish
what was to be called The Faculty of Architecture at the
East Pakistan University of Engineering and Technology
(EPUET). Having seen how much the country needed
architects, it probably didn’t take much to convince
Dan to be a part of this pioneering effort to establish
an architecture program. Over the next six years, Dan
worked closely with the other teachers to set up a
curriculum and get the school off the ground. Although
they worked very hard as a team, their work schedule
was much better than what he had experienced running
his architecture office at Berger. At Berger, he worked
seven days a week, often into the late nights to meet
crazy deadlines, whereas at EPUET the five-day work
week was the norm.

By 1967, when their contracts were up, the school was
thriving and ready to run independently without USAID
support. Fifty years later when I was invited back in
2012 to participate in the anniversary celebrations, I
was pleased to see how much the school had grown
in size and reputation. I was genuinely impressed by
the intelligence of the students I met and the quality of
work I saw displayed.

Vrooman at EPUET.jpg
Dick Vrooman at his desk

Lanford at EPUET.jpg
Sam Lanford teaching
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THE FIRST STUDENTS

SHAH ALAM ZAHIRUDDIN

ACCEPTING THE FIRST STUDENTS
While establishing the curricular and administrative
routines, Dan and the other teachers were faced with
the challenge of selecting candidates from the many
applicants for the first year. Without any pre-existing
models to refer to, they formulated their own test
questions to determine which applicants might be
best suited for a design career. They devised a new
kind of exam. Instead of the typical format that tested
for memorized answers, they created open-ended
questions to determine creative potential and abilities.
James Walden remembers that the last question on the
exam “asked candidates to fold a blank piece of paper
into an interesting shape and leave it on their desk.”

EPUET students + DCD.jpeg

EPUET students blding models.jpg

Dan was impressed by Zahiruddin when he first met him
as a young engineer at Berger’s office. He consequently
helped Zahiruddin get a USAID scholarship to study
architecture in Florida. Six years later, Zahirruddin was
back in Dacca as one of Dan’s teaching colleagues at
EPUET.

When Zahiruddin and the other selected
students completed their Texas A&M
architecture scholarships in the USA,
they came back to Dacca to join the
arechitecture teaching factulty with Dan
and the other foreign teachers.

Dan’s article in the daily Dacca newspaper, 1966
[MFD letter to

1966]

/02/
Aunt Anna, 12

itecture.pdf

e Problem w Arch

Som
1966 DCD article

t EPUET.jpg

ou
unt Anna p3 ab

FD to A
1966-12-02 M
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DAN GETS A DRIVER
RUPLAL DURIA - Dan’s favorite driver
Ruplal was Dan’s favorite driver from the USAID choices.
Ruplal was a good driver and spoke more English than
the others. When we left Dacca we helped Ruplal and
his family emigrate to the USA and to this day they have
been a part of our lives.
In this letter I describe how Dan and I rebelled against the
foreigner privileges that came with Dan’s US government
contract to teach at EPUET.
[MFD letter to Stephen, 05/25/1963]

EPUET women - Wajeda + DCD 1a.jpg
Dan giving Wajeda a desk-crit

THE FIRST WOMEN STUDENTS
WAJEDA J. RAB, NAJMA HABIB & SHAHEEN
CHOWDHURY (DOLLY)
What was perhaps most remarkable about the first
batch of students to be accepted was the inclusion
of three young women. In those days, it was rare for
women, especially in a Muslim culture, to attend any
Bengali academic institution beyond ‘matric’. Women
were expected to marry young and not enter the
work force. Few jobs were available to women who
wanted to work. That these three women numbered
among the first class of 22 architecture graduates was
impressive and reflects their courage and the unusual
support they must have received from their families,
not to mention the vision of the founding teachers to
open up the school to women in the first place.

Najma, Dolly and Wajeda

EPUET women at Wajeda's wedding.jpg

EPUET women MFD KDD Najma Dolly.jpg

EPUET women students at Wajeda’s wedding

Najma & Dolly talking to me and Katherine

1963-05-25 MFD to Stephen
EPUET p1.pdf
1963-05-25 MFD to Stephen about DCD joining

about DCD joining EPUET p2.p

df
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SETTING UP A CURRICULUM
There being no precedents for a design school in
the country, Dan with the other teachers worked
hard to define what would be the core curriculum
for educating the first class of architecture students.
After much discussion the teachers decided to build
a program that would expose the students to a global
field of architecture in addition to developing a base
of inspiration from their own culture and historic
traditions. To clearly distinguish the architecture school
from the engineering program that was already in
place, they believed the students should also have an
introduction to humanities and art. To this end, Dan
pulled in outside people whenever he could, including
myself as well as a number of other foreign scholars
to help round out the curriculum with courses in art
history and music appreciation.

EPUET Curriculum Brochure 1964

Ajanta caves

ARCHITECTURE HISTORY FROM DAN
As well as basic lessons in design, Dan gave courses on
Islamic architecture illustrated with his own collection
of slides. To document the evolution of Islamic
architecture, he made an epic pilgrimage to see historic
sites in Samarkand, Afghanistan, Pakistan and North
India. Dan also made a point of exposing the students
to the unique architectural heritage of Bengal by taking
them on field trips to see ancient Buddhist, Hindu and
Moslem monuments. (More on this in Chapter 12).

Samarkand tomb

Bengali Char-chala style temple

Humayun’s Tomb

DCD & MFD article, Planning the School Building
The Taj Mahal
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SETTING UP A CURRICULUM cont.

WESTERN MUSIC & ART APPRECIATION
FROM ANN & ME

INDIAN ART HISTORY FROM KAY
Dan found Kay Donaldson, an art historian from Boston,
to teach Art History. She was on a Fulbright grant to
study and teach at the Dacca Art Institute, but thanks
to the student strikes that were happening daily, she
had plenty of free time on her hands. When Dan met
her at a reception and heard that she had nothing to
do while the institute was shut down, he asked her if
she would give her lectures to his architecture students.
She turned out to be an inspiring lecturer, introducing
ancient Buddhist and Hindu sculpture to students who
for the most part were Muslim and had not traveled
outside of Bengal. Her enthusiasm for the stupas,
temples and cave frescoes opened a world of art forms
to the students. I had a chance to attend some of her
lectures and like the students, I too, became inspired to
learn more about Indian art.
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I had suggested to Dan early on to include some
courses on western art and music appreciation. In
addition to me, Dan enlisted Ann Werkheiser for
this topic. Ann was the wife of the newly arrived
vicar at St. Thomas Episcopal Church in the old
city. As with Kay, Dan met her at a party during
her first weeks in Dacca. When he heard from her
husband, Dick, that Ann had a Master’s degree in
art history, he said: “Let me have her!”

Kay Donaldson teaching for Dan at EPUET

Ann and I gave a joint presentation on western art and
music of the 19th century with a live demonstration of
“Les Sylphides,” which we had the audacity to perform
ourselves. Shonah Miah, our master tailor, (see chapter
09) made our outfits according to our design. With
his usual disapproval of such foreign whimsies, he
muttered “Ami jani na!” (“I don’t understand”) as he
sewed white mosquito netting into tutus. We danced
a few measures from the dance of the swans, turning
our heads right and left in bird-like motions. We may
never know what the students really thought of our
performance or how much it actually taught them
about western culture, but at least it was entertaining
and memorable.
My efforts to teach humanities at EPUET
[MFD letter to CGR, 8/25/1966]

Dan writing to Kay
about preparing
lectures for EPUET on
architecture history
[DCD letter to Kay
Donaldson, 1965]
The notes I made with
Ann for our lecture titled
“LINE COLOR SOUND”

1966-08-25 MFD to CGR about teaching humanities
.pdf
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SETTING UP A CURRICULUM cont.

DAN’S TEACHING METHODS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE FROM ME

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL FIELD TRIP
Dan took his students to the newly built five star
Intercontinental Hotel as a way to introduce his
students to how western hotels and restaurants are
designed and how they function. The Shahbagh hotel
no longer represented the prime choice for luxury
accommodations in Dacca.

Dan suggested that I try to improve the students’
mastery of the English language. They had passed the
English requirements of the matric exams, but this left
much to be desired when they had to write answers to
the test questions that the architecture teachers were
giving. I composed a list of prefixes and suffixes to give
them a foundation to increase their vocabulary. When
I saw their exam answers it was pretty clear my system
wasn’t working. Nevertheless, the students definitely
enjoyed the class.

On their student vist to the Intercontinental, Dan was
amused to watch a chef in-training diligently go through
a box of eggs, cracking each one, until he succeeded to
crack one without breaking the yoke. Regardless of all
the broken eggs he had thrown away, he then took his
one perfect egg and scrambled it for an omelette.

My initial teaching
ambitions
[MFD letter to Aunt
Anna, 12/02/1966]

STUDENT “MESS” HOUSING STUDY
Dan observed that much of the Dacca’s popuplation
was made up of men who were living and working
in the city without families: either they were single
or they were supporting their families back in their
home villages. Over time, he recognized that their
shared living patterns characterized a large proportion
of how Dacca’s working population lived. However,
because these men were primarily laborers (rickshaw
drivers, peons, clerks, etc), their housing patterns went
unnoticed. So, Dan engaged his students in a study
to survey and document how Dacca’s working male
population was living. He called their shared housing
pattern “messing” - a term from British times based on
the military name for a group of men who live and eat
together. Through this research Dan was able to engage
his students in thinking about actual urban housing
needs and challenges from observing the world around
them. The results of their research also benefited Dan
when he took up this same topic for his PhD thesis at
Columbia’s City Planning program several years later.

Joan Walden helping teach in the design studios

Photo by Anwar Hossain
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DAN’S TEACHING METHODS cont.

Dolly Chowdhury’s
description of Dan’s
teaching at EPUET
which she wrote for the
BUET 50th Anniversary
publication in 2012.
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EPUET DCD + students dcd desk crit .jpg

Dan writing about his teaching routines
[DCD letter to MFD, 06/06/1961]

Models by second year students

2.2 Teaching about the environment
Passive solar cooling
20. a, b, c, d

EPUET DCD + students model bw.jpg
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Louis Kahn giving
guest lectures
and student crits
at EPUET on his
work trips to
Dacca to oversee
the construction
of “Sher-e-Bangla
Nagar”
Photo by Anwar Hossein

LOUIS KAHN AT HAFIZ VILLA
Dan and I also got to spend personal time with Louis
Kahn during one of his visits, when we he came to our
house for dinner. I remember how much he “felt at
home” in our living room with its simple furnishings,
shelves full of books, our harpsichord in the corner, our
barefoot servants and the attentions of our one-year old
Katherine (who was the same age as his son, Nathaniel).
He was especially appreciative of our selection of books
and he was pleased to be able to borrow my copy of
Colette to read during his stay in Dacca.

LOUIS KAHN AT EPUET
I don’t think many people know the important role
Dan played in the selection of Louis Kahn to be the
“prestigious” foreign architect to design a world class
government complex for Dacca. Since West Pakistan
had the famous Greek architect Doxiades plan its new
government center, Islamabad, then East Pakistan
should also have a foreign designed new government
center. It was to be named “the Second Capital” (later
to be called “Sher-e-Bangla Nagar” after independence).

Louis Kahn’s letter
to me about his
visit with us at
Hafiz Villa
06/06/1961.

The process of coming up with a list of famous architect
candidates for this project may have taken some time
before our arrival in Dacca, but when it came time for
the selection committee to make a final decision, they
consulted with Dan, the only foreign architect in Dacca
at the time, to learn more about each of the candidates.
During this discussion Dan had a significant influence
in their final choice of Louis Kahn. However, Dan liked
to joke that the only reason Louis Kahn’s name had
been included on the list in the first place was because
it sounded Islamic (Kahn and Khan). Dan also liked
to say that Louis was the only architect among the
final invitees to actually accept the job. Who knows if
that was true, but the end result was indeed a worldclass monument that has given Dacca international
recognition ever since.
While Louis Kahn was in Dacca to oversee the design
and construction of The Second Capital, he was able to
spend some time at EPUET to meet with students and
faculty. His presence at EPUET had a large influence
on the students. He delighted the students with his
cultural knowledge, his sense of humor, and positive
support of their work. To this day one can see Kahnstyle buildings (houses as well as institutional buildings),
which were designed by graduates of that time.

“Dear Mary Frances:
Am returning your [TC?] book
and thank you. ... recently
since knowing Dan and you I
delight in the anticipation
of being with you.
I expect to be back in about
a month - so long
		
Lou K
Regards to the nice people at
your last party and at Gus
and Maris’s party. I feel sad
about the terrible Russian
story I told. A story has its
place too ... is flat in one
place and round in another.”
Photos by Richard Vrooman of Louis Kahn with EPUET
class of 1967
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DAN’S EPUET PROJECTS
RURAL THANA HOUSING
EPUET FACULTY HOUSING
In time, the EPUET faculty grew to include local
teachers, some of whom were recent graduates
sponsored by the program. It was tradition for
universities to supply housing for their teachers, so
Dan was asked to design apartment blocks for the local
architecture staff. He cleverly designed an apartment
layout that was flexible enough to provide separate
areas for women and servants, while also working well
as a unified apartment. For the project, he learned as
much as he could about the expected household needs
of the future tenants. In addition to asking questions,
he also visited different homes to observe directly
typical household routines. For example, he noticed
that saris were often hung from balconies and windows
to dry. He had always liked the colorful patterns of the
local saris, so he decided to take them into account
in the design of the building facades. He spaced the
balconies vertically according to the dimension of a
standard sari, so that each sari would hang in its own
space without overlapping the saris from the floors
above or below.

While teaching, Dan took on a project with the
government to help design Thana training centers
that were going to be built throughout the
countryside as part of a government effort to raise
rural living standards. Dan’s role in this project
was to design the prototype staff living quarters
for the more than 1600 units, which would be built
as part of this project. His main challenge was to
build the housing to high enough standards to
attract urban teachers to live in the countryside
while keeping construction and maintenance costs
to a minimum. As part of the project, Dan was
able to convince the government to set up a lab
at EPUET in charge of overseeing the design and
construction of the training centers. This enabled
Dan to invite his students to be involved in this
real-life project.
Dan’s port folio desctiption of the
Thana Houses project

DCD - Thana Officer Housing elevation.jpeg

My description of Dan’s design for the Thana Houses
[MFD to CGR, 08/25/1966]

1966-08-25 MFD to CGR about 6000 Thana hses.pdf
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DAN’S EPUET PROJECTS cont.
CYCLONE RELIEF CONSULTATION
After experiencing first hand a number of devastating
Dacca cyclones, Dan became involved in cyclone relief
efforts. He consulted on a number of projects to design
community shelters for the farmers living on the low
lands bordering the Bay of Bengal. They were most
vulnerable to losing their farms and their lives with the
yearly storms. I remember Dan had made estimates of
how many Bengalis were lost by calculating the number
of trees people would have clung to during the storm
and how many people could cling to one tree. Only
the young and strong survived, being the only ones
able to cling to the trees for the duration of the storm.
The death tolls from the cyclones were inevitably
high, leading Dan to grimly surmise that cyclones were
Mother Nature’s cruel form of birth control.

Dan’s employment letter for the
cyclone chelter work, 06/1965
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D. CONSULTANCIES IN BANGLADESH:
Berger Engineers; USAID; Ford Foundation; Save the
Children Foundation; CARE; UNDP; etc.

NOVEMBER 1970 CYCLONE

letter for DCD to go on
cy
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SUMMARY OF DANI
EL C. DUNHAM’S
1993 C.V.
RELEVANT TO BANG
LADESH
(prepared by Ma
ry Frances Dunh
am for the DAIL
Y STAR)
ARCHITECT AND CI
TY PLANNER (Feb
.1, 1929-Dec.19,
2000)
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shelter buildings (Peace Corps/USAID,
s house.
Chittagong and Barisal, 1960).
Guest House.
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clone relief visit 1965

-06.jpg

Based on his cyclone relief work in East Bengal during
the 1960s, Dan was asked back to Dacca after the 1970
cyclone to advise on rehabilitation efforts. That turned
out to be a memorable occasion for Dan, because it
placed him in Dacca at the time of the March 26,1971
Declaration of Independence. It was an extraordinary
time for Dan to have been in Dacca to witness first hand
this historic moment before he was evacuated home.

E. TEACHING IN BANGLADESH (6 years):
The Architecture Department of BUET (USAID - Texas A
& M, for the Bangladesh University of Engineering and
Technology, 1961-67).
F. INVENTIONS:
Solar cooker (U.S. Patent #181713), at the University
of Wisconsin energy research laboratory, 1955.
This cooker was tried and used in a leper colony in
Chittagong for boiling bandages and purifying water
(1960s).

(Other solar devices used for cooking and
distillation by Dunham were used in Mauritania.)
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DAN’S DEPARTURE FROM EPUET

Farewell letters to Dan and
me from Dan’s students.

Letter of appreciation from
the Texas A&M director
to Dan and me about
our articles regarding
architecture in E. Pakistan

cles.jpg
D and MFD about ati

1964-05-05 Gray to DC

Vrooman’s farewell
letter to Dan

1967 Vrooman farewell to

The official invitation
to EPUET’s goodbye
party for Dan

DCD MFD.jpg

e.jpg
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vite for DCD de
in
ET
U
EP
67
19

EPUET students performing music.jpg
EPUET students performing music
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2.4 SAHʼB IN THE OFFICE
(SAH’B OFISE)

সােহব অিফেস

5

2.5 MEMSAHʼB AT SCHOOL

MEMSAH’B
SCHOOL
(MEMSAH’BAT
SKULE)
1মমসােহব 2ুেল *
(MEMSAH’B SKULE)

2.6 CHILD IN THE GARDEN

5.1 TEACHING

“As soon as the sahib left the house in the morning the new
memsahib was on her own.
Servants came for instructions….”
[Allen, Plain Tales from the Raj, paperback, p.81]

(BACCHA BAGANE)

5.2 LEARNING

বা4া বাগােন
-------------

3

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois
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5.1 TEACHING
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TEACHING JOBS
TEACHING FRENCH
Early on during our life in Dacca, I began to do some
volunteer language teaching, at first, paradoxically in
French. For me, this was an opportunity to get engaged
with local people and activities. As a result, I tutored
French to some of Dan’s Bengali friends, I helped teach
a class at Dacca University and I helped start the first
French classes at the Alliance Française.

Letter asking me to
oversee the French
exams at Dacca
University.

DaccaUaskingMFDtooverseefrenchexam.jpg

When our neighbors, the Matzakis were leaving Dacca, I
had hoped to take over Mrs. Matzakis French classes at
Dacca University, but the Department of International
Affairs had already hired someone to replace her, a
Mr. Maurice Rouch from the Alliance Française in Paris
(where, coincidentally, both my parents had studied
French). However, Maurice was able to hire me as his
assistant for one semester after which, I followed him
to his next job as the founder and director of Dacca’s
first Alliance Française – a task he was assigned to
accomplish with his wife, Danielle Rouch.

I tutored two Pakistani business men in French to
prepare them for their upcoming. trip to France
[MFD letter to Hugh-Jones 1961]

f

1961-0000 mfd to Hugh-Jones p2 french lessons.pd

During our first years, in addition to teaching French, I also
tutored English to our staff at home and in Dan’s office.
[MFD letter to Elizabeth 04/18/1961]

Letter accepting my
application to teach French
at Dacca University.
1961-0418 mfd to eliz - p3 bw.jpg
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TEACHING JOBS cont.
ESTABLISHING THE ALLIANCE FRANCAISE

TEACHING ENGLISH

For several weeks I helped Maurice and Danielle Rouch
to find a home that would serve for both the Alliance
functions as well as serve as a home for themselves
and their two sons. The Rouch’s felt pressure to get the
Alliance off to a strong start with an attractive building
in a central location. Assuming that most of the Alliance
potential members would be living in Dhanmandi, we
limited our search to that area. Although the Rouchs
had brought their deux chevaux Citroen with them to
Dacca, we couldn’t use it for our house hunt because
Maurice did not know how to drive it. Instead, Maurice
and I rode about by rickshaw up and down the lanes
of Dhanmandi, stopping at every house that seemed
suitable to ask if they would rent space.

While teaching at the Alliance, I also volunteered to
teach English classes at the Ford Foundation funded
College of Home Economics. I worked closely with
three other American women who were on the staff –
Peggy Azbill, Fran Larkin and Mary Kefgen – with whom
I became close friends. Our students were all women
who needed extra English training to help them with
their studies.

Maurice felt pressure to establish an institute for
French culture that would be competitive with the
other foreign cultural institutions. The British Council
was known for its well-stocked library and the Goethe
Institute was impressive for its state-of-the-art
equipment and its grand piano (the only one in the
country at that time). By luck, we eventually found
the perfect house on Mirpur Road at the edge of
Dhanmandi. Although the landlord would remain on
the ground floor, there was enough space on the upper
floors for the Alliance to have two classrooms, a library
and an office. In addition, there was a roof terrace large
enough for an outdoor café as well as a small apartment
for their family. Within a month or so the Rouchs had a
comfortable library and three class rooms ready to go,
and they hired me to start teaching some of their first
French classes.

Alliance 1966 party Rouches + Shahidullah.jpg
MFD, DCD and the Rouchs, Alliance party 1965

Home Economics College.jpg
Dacca Home Economics College where I briefly taught
English.

Alliance Française de Dhaka in Dhanmondi.jpg

This is the building I helped to find for the location of
Dacca’s first Alliance Francaise.
Some of the materials
I designed for teaching
English

letter mfd - work Alliance position bw.jpg
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TEACHING JOBS cont.

TEACHING WESTERN MUSIC APPRECIATION
Of all my various teaching jobs, the most enjoyable was
lecturing for Dan’s architecture students on western
music appreciation. I designed a curriculum to give
them a broad introduction to some of the hit tunes of
western classical music from Bach to Stravinsky.

TEACHING BENGALI
I set up a beginner Bengali language class for the
American Cholera Research doctors, who wished to
learn some Bengali in order to communicate with
their patients. Cholera was endemic to Bengal, so it
wasn’t surprising that Dacca was chosen to be the
second location for a SEATO Cholera facility where
these American doctors worked. Soon after it was
established in the early 1960s, it became one of the
best cholera research facilities in the world and today
is now called the International Centre for Diarrheal
Disease Research.
I conducted my classes at one or another of the
doctors’ homes. I brought Manzoor Ahmed, an
unusually bright and ambitious student from Dacca
University, as my assistant. Our lessons usually
consisted of me teaching vocabulary and grammar
on paper, while Manzoor demonstrated how to
speak the words. These sessions were delightful
for me because the doctors were keen on learning
and because, as it turned out, they were more
interested in Tagore poems than grammar. In
addition, I appreciated that the doctors let me visit
the lab and let me help them communicate with
their Bengali patients. Over time, Dan and I became
quite close with the Cholera Lab doctors. One of
them even came to our aid when our bearer’s son
fell ill with cholera (chapter 14). Ten years later,
after we returned to the US, we reunited with some
of them in Washington DC, where we gathered to
lobby senators for the cause of Bangladesh’s War of
Liberation (chapter 15).

Together, with Ann Werkheiser, whom Dan had hired to
teach European art history, we devised a joint lecture
in which we would present examples of music and art
simultaneously. For example, Ann would show a slide
of a cathedral and I would play a recording of Bach.
We performed our duo not only for the architecture
students, but also at the Alliance and Goethe Institutes.
We wore academic style gowns, which Ann designed
specifically for our lecture. Shona Miah, our aged
but expert tailor, sewed the gowns skillfully including
concealed zippers in back. Dan master-minded a way
to project the slides so that he and the projector were
hidden behind the screen rather than in front.
On both occasions when we “performed,” we had some
glitches. At the first presentation, Ann’s zipper snagged
(as zippers often did in those days), so that she had to
do the entire lecture facing forward to hide the safety
pins holding her dress together in back. At the Alliance
we gave the audience a good laugh when I accidentally
put on a recording out of order for Ann’s accompanying
art slide.
MFD Bengali lesson plan for cholera doctros.pdf

My Bengali lesson plan for
the cholera doctors

“GRASS WIDOWS” – NO, NOT ME	
Foreign wives in Dacca were often called “grass widows”
meaning they stayed in Dacca while their husbands
were traveling -- working in “the field” – as they called
it. While, most other foreign housewives were busy
enough just dealing with the challenges of running
a household in Dacca, I was out exploring, having
adventures and seeking any chance I could to learn
something new about Bengali culture.

My Hermes typewriter was one
of my most valued possessions.

My Hermes typewriter, so sturdy and portable, enabled
me to do so many things: to teach, to study, to prepare
lectures, to keep a diary and to write the many many
letters that have become my inspiration for this current
memoir.

1965-0531 MFD + Ann

lecture - Line Color Soun

d.pdf

These are from the notes I wrote with
Ann Workheiser in preparation for our
lecture, “Line, Color, Sound & Rhythm”
[05/31/1965]
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TEACHING JOBS cont.
TEACHING MUSIC AT HOLY CROSS GIRLS’
SCHOOL
I taught music for a semester to sixth graders at the
Holy Cross Girls’ School in Tejgaon. The culmination of
this class was a production of a musical play called, ‘The
Enchanted Island” based on the life of Chopin. While I
coached them, I learned how difficult it was for them to
follow the western system of beats and measures.
Because I could play the piano I had a number of requests to
accompany performances and to teach music (see chapter
07 for more about the foreign cultural performances)
[MFD letter to CGR 03/16/1963]

SUBSTITUTE AT THE AMERICAN SCHOOL
At times, I substituted for teachers at the American
School when they were on leave. If I felt unprepared to
teach about muskrats (as prescribed in the curriculum),
I often reverted to giving them a French lesson instead
by teaching them to sing “Frère Jacques”. I had
one embarrassing incident when word got around
the school that the substitute teacher (me) was
“bottomless”. A student had misunderstood my French
when I explained that a “bouton” (button) of my dress
was missing and translated it as the “bottom” of my
dress was missing.

I accompanied on piano
this performance of the
Enchanted Isles at Holy
Cross Girls’ School

5.2 LEARNING

1963-0316 mfd to

ities 05.pdf

cgr p16 mfd activ
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE
TRANSCRIBING JARIGAN FOR JASIMUDDIN

TRANSCRIBING JARIGAN FOR JASIMUDDIN

The most rewarding and long lasting among my
volunteer occupations evolved when the country’s poet
laureate, Jasimuddin, came by our house one day to
talk to me. He said that he was writing a book about
a type of folk song called Jarigan (Lamentation Songs),
and that he would like to include some western staff
notations. He had heard that I played the piano, so
he thought I could notate the melodies. Would I be
willing?
I was intrigued enough to say that I could give it a
try. First he would bring a master singer from his
hometown, Faridpur, to sing the songs for us to
record and document. He would supply me with the
Bengali texts and his wife would do her best to give
me English translations. For my part, I would borrow
a tape recorder from my friend Peggy Azbill to make
the recordings. I would have my new harpsichord
(recently imported from Germany) to work out the
musical transcriptions. Although I had no prior
experience with Asian music, I was confident that I
could use my solfègge training from Nadia Boulanger
(a former teacher of mine at Fontainebleau 1951) to
transcribe the music into western notation. So, with
Peggy’s recording machine, the written texts, and my
harpsichord I felt I was qualified enough to work on
Jasimuddin’s project.
A few days after our initial meeting, Jasimuddin
returned to our house with an aged village bard in
tow and we began our recording sessions. Jasimuddin
chose representative samples of the bardic repertory
performed at Muharram events and sung at village
Jarigan competitions. The stories of the songs were
based on the battle of Karbala and the Sunni massacre
of Shias. All this and more I learned gradually.

This if from the definition of
Jarigan I wrote for the South
Asian Folklore Encyclopedia

Although we recorded only short samples of these
songs over only two recording sessions, the transcribing
work afterwards took many more hours of concentrated
effort than I had expected. The work entailed first
tuning the harpsichord, then listening to the tapes
over and over again before writing and re-writing
the notations and finally polishing the rough English
translations provided by Jasimuddin‘s wife. I remember
always feeling guilty when Dan’s eighty year old mother
was visiting us and I was too pre-occupied with the
Jarigan project to give her the attention she deserved.
Jasimuddin always justified my long hours on his book
by saying that I would be “glad of it some day”. Indeed,
I later turned his project into the topic of my Master’s
thesis at Columbia University and eventually wrote a
book about the tradition (Jarigan., Muslim Epic Songs of
Bangladesh).
jasim-kamlapur.jpg
Jasimuddin in Kamalapur 1960s
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“I wish we could leave any mention abouth the J. family
out of correspondence. He is still plaguing Mary Frances
to compose poetry for him under the guise of translator.
We have countless hours of tape of some tone deaf village
minstrel which she reluctantly transposes to ink and paper
music western notation. He has called again twice this week
but we are both hiding.“
“I gather little Jasimuddin is now with you. I will not
enumerate the sins of that family. They had driven the
Scargouroughs, Lanfords and other harmless people around the
bed, I took the opportunity of the absence of my wife to
throw them bodily of of my house. My wife spent almost the
entire year transposing musica and translating for him.“

My early impressions of
working with Jasimuddin
[MFD letter to CGR 2/2/1965]

Dan never liked Jasimuddin
because he felt I was being
exploited by him. He disliked
Mrs. Jasimuddin even more
because of her frequent visits to
peruse our commissary stock of
imported goods and help herself
to whatever she liked.
[DCD letter to Kay Donaldson,
8/20/1965]
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE cont.
My transctiptions of the Jarigan songs were
all included in Jasumuddin’s book published in
Bengali titled Jarigan (1968).

HOW I GOT MY HARPSICHORD
In the 1990’s, when my daughter was on a
Fulbright grant in Dhaka, I took up my Jarigan
research again and turned it into a book of mine
own on the subject. The book, titled “Jarigan,
Muslim Epic Songs of Bagladesh,” was funded by
the Ford Foundation and published in 1997.

During our second home leave to New York, we stopped
in Munich to order a harpsichord, a small version
of a harpsichord, with removable legs so that the
instrument could be carried in a fitted canvas bag. We
had found out that the Neupert Company could make
“tropicalized” harpsichords – which meant the tops of
the keys were screwed down instead of glued, and the
glues used in the frame were special for humid climates.
The plan was for Dan to pick up the instrument on his
return flight to Dacca.
Getting the harpsichord through customs at the Dacca
airport proved more challenging than having the
harpsichord made in the first place. When Dan reached
Dacca with the harpsichord in tow, the customs officer
was pleased to inform him that “pianos were 100% duty
chargeable.” Dan explained that the instrument was
not a piano, but was in fact a harpsichord – which is
more like a large guitar than a piano. To prove this he
removed the three legs and pranced about the office
with the body of the harpsichord under his arms to
show how “portable” it was. “Ah, but instruments of
any kind being brought in for someone else are 100%
duty chargeable.” To prove the harpsichord was for
his own use, Dan reassembled it and played a few
bars of “Chop–sticks” to their great delight. Although
the agents never got any fees out of Dan for the
harpsichord, they did get a good afternoon’s worth of
entertainment from him instead.

Once I had the spinet, I received a number of requests
to accompany performances of American musicals that
were being put on by the foreign community.
[MFD letter to Stephen 05/25/1963]

1963-0525 mfd to stephen p6

Harpsichord.pdf
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HOW I GOT MY HARPSICHORD
In this letter Dan writes in detail about his adventures getting
the spinet past Bangladesh customs into Dacca for me.
[DCD letter to MFD 08/19/1962]
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE cont.
LEARNING DANCE AT BAFA

“ELEPHANTS IMITATING SWANS”

I originally was introduced to BAFA through Professor
Ahmed Sharif, my first Bengali teacher from Dacca
University. When he heard that I was interested in
learning Bengali music and dance, he was delighted
to introduce me to Nurul Huda, his relative who ran
“BAFA” (Bengali Academy of Fine Arts). I was equally
eager to start. I remember taking my bike and going on
my own to find the BAFA building on the north bank of
the Buriganga River, deep in the heart of the Old City.

When, Danielle Rouch of the Alliance Française and her
friend Sunanta, the Thai consort of the French Consul,
heard about my decision to take dance classes at BAFA,
they asked if they could join me. Mr. Huda had no
hesitation in adding them to the beginners’ class with
me early on Sunday mornings.

I found my way to the school’s office, passing spacious
rooms where dance classes were in session. Sitting
behind a large desk, a middle aged, portly man dressed
in impeccable Nehru style, was giving dictation to a
young woman in a white sari. This was Nurul Huda,
the secretary general, and his niece Selina, with whom
I became good friends. He immediately stood up and
extended a warm greeting. By the end of that first
meeting I was ready to enroll in my first class of Bengali
traditional dance.

On our first day of class, the three of us got on our bikes
early in the morning to make the long ride through
Ramna and the Old City to get to BAFA. It’s surprising
how little attention we drew as we rode through the
city in our miniskirts, considering how few women in
general were ever seen out on the streets and those
that were out in public were concealed behind their
burkas.

Nurul Huda, Director of BAFA with me.

Precocious young dancer at BAFA 1960-61 dancing with her
teacher who had been a student of Uday Shankar.

At BAFA we were shown into a large room where we
were introduced to a young lady teacher clad in a sari
with its loose end wound tightly around her waist.
There were two or three rows of young girls, some in
salwar-kamiz, some in saris. We were placed behind
the last row as the class began. Like elephants imitating
swans we clumsily tried to follow our classmates as they
gracefully carried out the complex body movements
of the dances. The lessons turned out to be too
challenging for us and we did not last more than five
lessons.

BAFA dancers en route to Moscow, 1964.

BAFA’S MANSION
BAFA was housed in a fine colonial style mansion on
the north riverbank of the Old City. It had a portico in
front of the entrance where I could imagine carriages
drawing up to discharge guests, like a scene from the
film “Passage to India.” The ground floor rooms were
spacious, and dark. A broad stairway made of teak with
an intricately carved banister lead up to the second
floor veranda, where one could enjoy a panoramic view
of the busy waterfront of the Buriganga River.

BAFA was housed in a historic mansion much like this one.
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE cont.
LEARNING DANCE AT HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL
After our failure with the BAFA classes I did not give up.
A year or so later, I was able to resume them at Holy
Family Hospital. Somehow I persuaded the hospital
to host private dance classes on their grounds. With
some other foreign women I organized a teacher
and musician to come from BAFA to teach a group
of us in their garden. In spite of all my ballet classes
in childhood, I was disappointed that I could never
master the proper foot slapping sound that is so
essential to Indian dancing.

This excerpt desscribes my effort to
assemble a group of foreign ladies to learn
traditional Bengali dancing with me.
[MFD letter to Peggy 11/09/1966]

Nachte na janle, uthan baka.
“If the dancer can’t dance the floor
is uneven.”
[A Bengali proverb]

MFD letter to Peggy 11/09/1966

A dance.jpg
1966-1109 mfd to Peggy_p3 BAF
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE cont.
PLAYING THE ORGAN AT ST. THOMAS
CHURCH

“Ah, thou hast made my heart
captive in the endless meshes
of their music, my master!”

On several Sunday mornings, I cycled to the depths of
the Old City to play the venerable organ at St. Thomas
Church. The organ was quite tricky for me to play
because I had to use the foot pedals to continuously
pump the bellows while playing the keyboard. The
instrument was in such poor shape due to termites,
dust, humidity, etc. that Bach preludes and chorales
sounded more like Stravinsky.

[Tagore, Gitanjali]

St_Thomas's_Church,_Dhaka_(1904)built1819.jpg

St. Thomas Church, in the Old City, where I had a
chance to play the only organ in the city at a few
Sunday services.

LEARNING MUSIC AT BARISAL SCHOOL OF
ORIENTAL MUSIC
After a trip to Calcutta where I first was exposed to
Indian classical music I was eager to learn more about
it. I heard about a music school in Barisal, run by a
Canadian nun, I was intrigued. This might be a chance
to learn about Indian classical music as it is traditionally
imbibed at the foot of a master. Her name was Rita
Boucher, and she held a masters degree in sitar playing
from Delhi. I enrolled for the six week winter session
starting in January, 1967. I am pretty sure I was the first
American housewife to attend. Most of the students
were nuns and other catholic practitioners like Rita
Boucher herself.
Life at the school was perhaps the closest experience
to living in an ashram that I would ever have. We lived
in modest cabins, ate simple meals of rice and dhal,
and followed a regular schedule of vocal, instrumental
and theory classes. The living accommodations of
the school were austere, barrack-style dormitories,
quite cold and bleak. Perhaps because I was the only
foreigner, I got to have a private room, which I shared
with a delightful nun, Sister Patricia Mary. Like me,
she was American, but she had lived much of her life
in Bengal and could speak Bengali fluently. Everyone
liked her for her cheery sense of humor and energy:
among the boys, she was especially appreciated for her
volleyball skills.

Mornings were cold. I always looked forward to the
hot sugary milk tea that Rita served before going to
the hymn singing class. In that class we sang Bengali
Christian hymns set to Tagore style music. At first, these
songs seemed rather strange to me, but in time I saw
how these songs introduced me to the basic “thats”
(modes) and rhythms of Indian classical music. Besides
the required course in Indian music theory, we were
asked to select a specialty course: tabla, sitar or vocal.
Not having a sitar or tablas of my own, I thought vocal
would be my best option. I did, however, make a point
of auditing the tabla lessons as well, so that I could
learn a bit about rhythms.
Towards the end of the six week session, when I was
beginning to feel a bit home sick, Dan and Katherine
paid me a surprise visit. I woke up one morning to hear
Katherine’s familiar little voice outside my window. The
visit was short, but it reinvigorated me to stay and finish
the course. I was able to pass the final exam.
Although my vocal scores were low, I did learn a lot
about the music theory and I did learn some raga thats.
The Barisal course had been an excellent introduction to
the basics of Indian classical music and gave me a strong
foundation for my future scholarly work on Jarigan. I
am always grateful to Rita and the doors she opened for
me to studying Indian classical music.

This is a page from my Thans textbook and
shows the raga forumulaic chant for Bhupali
rag which I remember to this day.
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE cont.
THis is one of a number of long letters I wrote describing in
detail my time at the Barisol School of Music
[MFD diary to CGR 12/29/1966]

Description of
Bengali rural
theatrical
performances

How I’m grateful for
my solfègge training
at Fontainebleau
as a basis to help
understand Indian
classical music

Description of
learning about how
Indian classical
music involves
learning a brief tune
that establishes a
mode and how it is
to be developed in
performance

t Barisal 05.pdf

1966-1229 mfd abou
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE cont.

Me playing my tanpura
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Another long letter describing in detail my experiences at the Barisol School of Music.
[MFD letter to CGR 01/04/1967, pp.1-2]

Here are some of the instruments
that I collected during our time in
Dacca including: my tablas, brass
finger symbols, ankle bells and a
dotara.

Dan’s note explaining
to someone that he
is taking Katherine to
visit me in Barisol.

DCD brings
Katherine and
Theresa (her ayah)
for a surprise visit to
me in Barisal.
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LEARNING MUSIC & DANCE cont.
[MFD letter to CGR 01/04/1967, pp.2

-3]
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-4]

[MFD letter to CGR 01/04/1967, pp.3

Rita Boucher’s
training

Daily routine at the
school

The students come
from a variety of
backgrounds

Why I decided to
opt for learning
vocal Indian
music over tabla

My room mate Sister
Rachel

2.5 MEMSAHʼB AT SCHOOL
(MEMSAH’B SKULE)

1মমসােহব 2ুেল

6

2.6 CHILD IN THE GARDEN

CHILD IN
THE
GARDEN
(BACCHA
BAGANE)
বা4া বাগােন *
(BACCHA BAGANE)
-------------

3

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois
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KATHERINE’S BIRTH
“WHAT DO NUNS KNOW ABOUT BIRTHING
BABIES?!”
“Keno baccha nai?” (“Why don’t you have any children
yet?”). This is the question that inevitably came up in
any conversation with a Bengali in the days before we
had Katherine. Happily, we were soon able to put this
question behind us. In November of 1963, just when
the world was reeling from the news of President
Kennedy’s assassination, I got the good news that I was
pregnant.
Dan was away in Rajshahi for work, when I got the
diagnosis from the chief nun-doctor at Holy Family
Hospital that I was, indeed, expecting. When I saw Dan,
I told him that “there was going to be a stranger “ in our
house (a reference to a line we both knew well from the
movie “How Green Is My Valley”). However, I couldn’t
tell him when, because the nun-doctors weren’t very
precise in their estimate of my due date. “What do
nuns know about birthing babies,” Dan liked to say.
In the following weeks, when I was feeling my worst
with morning sickness, we had a procession of drop-in
guests to congratulate us. Some of whom, I suspect
just wanted the excuse to relax in our home and be
served foreign treats. One guest in particular, annoyed
us because she used the pretense of bringing me yogurt
for my health (“Best milk. Straight from my cows.”) to
raid our storeroom and help herself to whatever items
she liked. During those uncomfortable early months
I came to appreciate how practical saris were for
pregnancy (although I never wore them myself other
than for formal parties). I truly admire the versatility of
a sari which can expand or contract to fit any size and is
elegant yet simple enough to suit any occasion.

“A portrait on a wall
And friends will come to call
To share with us
Our peaceful living
Later we will see
Maybe there’ll be three
In a bungalow for two.”

Katherine was born
the year both Nehru
and Kennedy were
assassinated.

[From “A Bungalow For Two”
song lyrics. King, p269]

WITH EMMY’s HELP …
Fortuitously, Emmy, my childhood care-taker, was
scheduled to visit us in Dacca the winter of 1963.
The timing of her visit coincided well with my early
pregnancy when her professional ¬expertise came in
handy. Being a graduate of the prestigious Norland
Nurse Institute of London, she knew about pre-natal
care and “birthing babies.” Like Dan, she, too, didn’t
put much faith in “the nun-doctors,” and took over my
daily care and health while she was with us. Even when
I was feeling most woozy and lethargic in the mornings,
Emmy would insist that I take a daily walk up and down
Minto Road. Sadly, it wasn’t until almost the end of
her stay that I felt well enough to host Emmy as she
deserved.

Memorandums and condolence
events after the news of Kennedy’s
assassination
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OFF TO NYC FOR THE BIRTH …

RELAXING AT “UPLANDS”

Dan and I decided early on to have the birth of our first
child in New York so that my father could be there to
enjoy it with us. Having immigrated to the USA as a
young man under duress, we knew he would appreciate
having his first grandchild to be born in the USA. Not
knowing my exact due date, Dan booked my flight to
New York for April in hopes that I would not be too
pregnant by then to travel.

Once in New York, I busied myself supervising the
furnishing of my father’s new house on Long Island,
which he named “Uplands.” Dan had designed this
house before we moved to Dacca, and now almost
three years later, it was built and ready to live in. I was
pleased to be among the first inhabitants to enjoy its
comfortable breezy spaces and beautiful views of Long
Island Sound. As my pregnancy entered its last weeks,
I remember whiling away the hours resting on the patio
and picnicking under the giant mulberry tree, which
stood next to the house.

In his usual fashion, Dan planned my itinerary so that
the long trip would be broken up by a layover in an
interesting place. For this trip he arranged a stopover
in Cairo, booking me at the legendary Shepherd’s Hotel
and providing me with a detailed list of sites to visit.
Sadly my Cairo stay was clouded by an incident at the
Cairo Museum where a rude man couldn’t resist his
temptation to take a poke at my large belly. I suppose, a
burqua might have protected me from such unwanted
attention.
Telegrams from Dan in
Dacca to me in New York
Dan’s telegram to me in
Cairo where I stayed on my
way to New York

Dan’s vision of me whiling away the
hours at Uplands, in Long Island while I
waited for Katherine’s birth

Dan’s sketch of the big Mulberry tree at Uplands
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KATHERINE’S BIRTH con’t
BASTILLE DAY BIRTH IN NYC

“BETTER LUCK NEXT TIME ….”

My father and I were dining in New York with our
family friend, Elizabeth Walker, when my labor began.
Katherine was born soon after at New York Hospital
on July 14, 1964. She had timed her birth well so as to
coincide with Bastille Day in France, and to this day she
looks for opportunities whenever she can to be in Paris
or at least among the French on her birthday.

In the month before Katherine was born, while Dan
was still in Dacca, he had prepared two sets of cards
announcing the birth: one for a girl and one for a
boy. The ‘girl’ card, had a little pink bangle attached
to it and the ‘boy’ card had something blue (which I
can’t remember since we never had to use that card).
When Dan received the news of Katherine’s birth, he
started distributing his girl cards at the office and to our
friends around Dacca. To his consternation, a number
of Bengali friends replied with condolences suggesting
that we might have better luck next time with a boy.

[MFD letter to Jock Copla

nd, 11/06/1964]

THE LAYETTE FROM DAN
Soon after Katherine was born, a cardboard box
from Pakistan was delivered to me in my hospital
room. It contained a “layette” of sorts, which Dan
had assembled in local Bengali fashion and sent from
Dacca. This Bengali style layette was nothing like
what one would find at Macy’s. I was charmed by it’s
kacha appearance and its contents which included: a
small, red, sleeveless T-shirt (such as our neighborhood
urchins wore), a net cover to keep flies off fruit (and off
sleeping babies), a sushni (a Dacca-made pacifier) and
a silver vessel for khol (the black powder traditionally
applied around a baby’s eyes to protect against too
much light). When I wanted to show off this layette to
a friend, I was shocked to find out that a nurse, more
concerned with hygiene than with it’s ethnic charm, had
thrown it out.

“TWO HUSBANDS?”
The hospital policy only allowed husbands to visit, but
since Dan was still in Dacca, my father pretended to be
my husband so that he could see me. This meant that
when Dan finally arrived, he was questioned as to how
many husbands I had: one or two? I don’t know how in
the end Dan convinced them that he was my one and
only, but somehow he did.

NAMING KATHERINE
By the time we left New York, we had decided on the
name Katherine for our baby. We liked this name
for two reasons. One, it honored my blind Greek
grandmother who had escaped to the USA with the
rest of my father’s family from Turkish persecution.
Secondly, we liked the name Katherine in combination
with Dunham in honor of the African-American dancer,
Katherine Dunham, who was rising to fame in France
at the time that Dan and I were studying there in 1951.
To the French, Dan could always explain his last name
by saying “Dunham, comme Katherine” (meaning
“Dunham as in Katherine Dunham”).

Deliberating about what to
name Katherine - something
exotic to please our Bengali
friends or something else.
[MFD letter to Jock Copland
11/06/1964]

“... If it were not for Katherine life in
Dacca for the next two years would
look fairly grim ...”
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KATHERINE BEGINS LIFE IN DACCA
THE TRIP BACK TO DACCA
Dan, Katherine and I spent the rest of July and August
between Uplands and my father’s apartment in New
York before returning to Dacca. My father booked us
first class tickets on the SS Vulcania to Naples. Before
leaving, Mrs. Garman, the housekeeper who was
working for my father, insisted on tailoring me a formal
gown for the evening dinners on the ship. So with
my elegant gown, and a hefty supply of diapers and
powdered formula milk, Dan and I boarded the ship to
enjoy our first class cabin with a veranda that turned
out to be useful for drying diapers.

The ship stopped at Lisbon where Dan tried the
casino, then Genoa before letting us off in Naples.
From Naples we rented a car and drove to Sicily, with
Katherine’s washed diapers drying out the car window
like white flags. From Sicily, we took a ferry to Athens
and went by air from there back to Dacca.
To carry Katherine, we were using a duffel bag that
she could fit in quite snugly. We were happy with
this arrangement until we almost lost her on an
airport conveyor belt. She was rescued by a surprised
security clerk, who happened to notice something
moving inside the bag just before “it” was about to
pass through inspection. At the Dacca airport, we
were relieved that “importing” our new baby into the
country proved much easier than the arduous lengthy
process we had experienced to import my spinet the
year before.

“If ayahs had a fault it
was that they spoiled their
charges, that they never
said no.”
[Allen, Plain Tales from
the Raj, p.10]

Katherine in Theresa’s arms

KATHERINE’S AYAH

AH UNION RULES”
PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF THE “AY
[P. Hill, Moon Bazar, p.65]

Katherine spent a large part of her early youth in the
arms and care of her ayah (nanny) Theresa. Theresa
came to us early on through our cook, who was her
uncle. Considering all the stories we had heard from
other foreigners about the difficulties of finding good
child care, we were extremely lucky to get someone as
reliable and loving as Theresa so easily. She stayed with
our family, sleeping on the floor in Katherine’s room
(as was customary for ayahs) until our departure three
years later.

Description of our time traveling on
the Mn Vulcania ocean liner which
we took from New York to Naples
when Katherine was two months old.
[MFD letter to Jock Copland,
11/06/1964]

Spoiling Katherine:
“... she only has to whimper and
sixteen people come running
from all sides ...”
[MFD letter to CGR, 12/29/1964]
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KATHERINE’S VISIT TO HOSNABAD
Within a few month’s of bringing Katherine back to Dacca we took her on a trip to Hosnabad to visit the families
of Our Gang. We stayed with Wohab’s family and spent our days visiting families and distributing gifts.
[MFD to CGR, 02/02/1965, pp.1-2]

Traveling to
Hosnabad
by bus, boat
and walking

First night
in Theresa’s
house

Countryside
scenery
Cook’s family
compound
across the
river

Second night
sleeping with
Wohab’s
mother

Arriving at
Wohab’s
house

[MFD to CGR, 02/02/1965 p.1]

[MFD to CGR, 02/02/1965 p.2]
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KATHERINE’S VISIT TO HOSNABAD cont.
[MFD to CGR, 02/02/1965 pp.3-4]

Katherine
treated like
a doll

Katherine is
the center of
attention

Gift problem

[MFD to CGR, 02/02/1965, p.4]

CUTE AS A NEW MARKET DOLL

Lunch at
Cook’s house

Our blond blue-eyed baby was a novelty in our
neighborhood. It seemed everyone wanted to see and
touch her. Children especially couldn’t resist touching
her because she did indeed look like the blond, blueeyed plastic dolls they saw at New Market. Even some
of our adult guests couldn’t resist giving her a pinch on
the cheek or a flick of the chin even though they could
see it made Katherine cry.
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KATHERINE GROWING UP AT
HAFIZ VILLA

KATHERINE’S ACTIVITIES WITH OUR GANG
We gave Katherine the spare room in the kitchen wing
where she slept in a sturdy bamboo crib that Dan had
designed for her. During the days, much of Katherine’s
time was spent with our Gang: usually with Theresa,
Wohab and/or Mali. She was often entertained by
watching the daily household activities such as Cook
chasing the ducks, Mali watering the plants with a
scoop and bucket, Wohab hanging out the laundry etc.
For lack of toys of her own, she loved to squeeze Biral’s
latest litter of kittens or play my set of tablas. Theresa
often took Katherine to play with the local children at
neighboring houses which gave Theresa a chance to
chat with her neighbors.
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KATHERINE AT PLAY

Tai, Tai, Tai, Mamar bari jai
Mamar bari khub moja, khil jor nai.
Tai, Tai, Tai, I go to uncle’s house;
Uncle’s house is great because there are
no beatings
[From a common Bengali nursery rhyme]

Dan describing Katherine’s lack of toys especially
as compared to the other foreign children
[DCD letter to Kay Donaldson, 1965]

CHAPTER 6: CHILD IN THE GARDEN

MFD’s diary 1966
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KATHERINE’S FIRSTS ...
FIRST SCHOOL
FIRST STEPS

By the time Katherine was four years old, she attended
the little nursery school down Baily Road run by an East
Asian lady out of her house. The school had a small
pool on a raised platform, which made it easy for her
to handle the children when they were in the pool.
Katherine loved this chance to be in the water. The best
lesson Katherine learned at that school was how to fold
her napkin neatly and place it on her lap.

Before she was eight months old, Katherine started
walking. I remember the evening Katherine entertained
Louis Kahn with her shaky first steps. At that time,
Kahn was our guest for dinner, during one of his visits
to Dacca to oversee the construction of the “Second
Capital.” Katherine became so accustomed to going
barefoot that on her first home leave visit to New York
she insisted on keeping her shoes off when walking
outside on the city sidewalks.

FIRST WORDS : “KULE KULE” *
Since we continued to speak our kacha Bengali around
the house, Katherine grew up during her first years
without hearing much English. One of the first words
that Katherine spoke was “Kule!” (a Bengali expression
for “pick me up,” but which literally means “On the
breast!”. When we were visiting my father in New York
or he was visiting us in Dacca, he would often laugh
to find that he could not communicate with her. We
loved how Katherine from early on, naturally followed
the Bengali custom to refer to our male friends as
“Chacha” (uncle). Hence Roy became Roy-Chacha
and Hugh became Hugh-Chacha etc. Another one of
her early words was “hati” – her favorite toy being a
brightly painted wooden elephant on wheels. Later
she had a toy horse on wheels that she also liked.

Katherine first learned to speak Bengali before English.
[MFD letter to Aunt Antigone, 12/02/1966]

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois

[MFD letter to Peggy Az

bill, 11/09/1966]

Katherine’s nursery
school was run by a
Korean woman who
was “perplexed”
that Katherine
could only speak
Bengali
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KATHERINE’S 2nd BIRTHDAY

.

DAN’S BIRTHDAY JUNGLE GYM
For the outdoor recreation, Dan designed and
constructed a pyramidal jungle gym of bamboo poles.
He placed it in the vacant lot next to Hafiz Villa where
neighborhood children could play on it too.

Katherine’s second birthday was a grand event. For the
indoor festivities, I arranged the dining room with a large,
low table, surrounded by small mora’s for the kids to sit
on. I had not counted on how crowded the room would get
when each of the eighteen children was accompanied by
their own personal ayah.

[MFD letter 07/1966]

GUESSING DHANISH’S AGE
Dan’s office driver, Ruplal, brought his wife, Mona,
and their firstborn son, Dhanishlal, to Katherine’s
second birthday party. Later, when we helped Ruplal’s
family immigrate to the USA, we used this photo of
Dhanish to help us estimate his age for his immigration
papers. Since most village Bengalis did not have birth
certificates, Dan and I had to invent them for all of
Ruplal’s family members. Using this photo we decided
that since Dhanish looked about one year younger than
Katherine we would give him her same July 14 birthday
date, but with the following year.

Mona standing behind Dhanish
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KATHERINE’S TRANSPORT

KATHERINE’S PLAYMATES

As soon as Katherine could sit up for long stretches of
time, I designed a seat for her on my bike. I had the
frame built by a local welder and the seat woven in
in the local style with colorful plastic strips. With her
securely placed in the seat on my front handlebars, I
could take Katherine with me everywhere on my usual
rounds. Thinking back on it, I must have been quite a
sight biking through the male-dominated cycle traffic
of Dacca in those days. A foreigner on a bike, a woman
on a bike, a woman wearing a mini-skirt, a baby being
carried on a bike – any one of these aspects could have
been perceived as an affront to local customs. But in
combination – I was such a novel sight that perhaps
I was perceived more as a harmless curiosity than a
disturbance.

“Hati! Hati!”

Katherine with Hiru, who lived near by. He was very bright and used to
come over every day for lessons with me. His father was a rickshaw driver.

Katherine in the bike seat I had made for her

Katherine and me in the rickshaw
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AMARS*
DAN’S BOOK FOR KATHERINE’S BIRTHDAY
Dan made for Katherine a charming book, which he
called in his own personalized form of Bengali: “Amars”
(“My‘s”). The pages were made of cardboard: each one
with a drawing of some object or person in Katherine’s
daily life and ending with a little mirror in which she
could see herself.

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois

A mirror on the last page for Katherine to see herself
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Our family as imagined by a rickshaw artist (see volume 3, chapter 9)

